Consider the approximation of the solution u of an elliptic boundary value problem by means of a finite element Galerkin method of order r, so that the approximate solution Uft satisfies un -u = 0(h ). Bramble and Schatz (Math. Comp., v. 31, 1977, pp. 94 -111) have constructed, for elements satisfying certain uniformity conditions, a simple function Kn such that Kn * un -u = 0(h ) in the interior. Their result is generalized here to obtain similar superconvergent order interior approximations also for derivatives of u.
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1. Introduction. Assume that « is a smooth function defined in £2 C RN.
Assume also that one is given an approximation uh which belongs to a subspace Sn (depending on a small parameter h) of L2(I2) such that (for notation, see Section 2) \\u-un\\Q<au)hr.
Such a situation arises when one solves a 2mth order elliptic problem in a finite element space of order r by Galerkin's method. In certain cases it is possible to derive estimates for u -un in negative norms with a higher power of h, e.g.
\\u-uh\\_in<CXu)hr+'.
In the elliptic case referred to, this can sometimes be done by a duality argument, with / = r -2m if r > 2m.
In [2] , Bramble and Schatz were able to show (this was carried out for second order equations, i.e. with / = r -2) that under certain uniformity assumptions on {Sn} in the interior, it is possible to find an approximation of u based on uh which is of this higher order also in Z,2(Í20) where £20 CC £2. Their approximation is a convolution Kn * un where Kh is a linear combination of translates of ß-splines, and their result thus takes the form H«-*A *Un\\no<C(u)hr + l.
The interior uniformity of {Sh} is reflected in the fact that for any a, [3] . The conclusion is therefore that in the context of that paper, 0(h2r~2) approximations can be obtained in the interior by local averaging, not only for the solution itself, which was shown in [3] , but also for any derivative of the solution. denotes the 5-spline of the same order / in each variable. We set \p,a, h(x) = h-N*(a)(h-lx).
We define the difference quotient operator d£ by K -ft " * * *l% with *hA*) = h~l(v(pc + Wie,) -vix -Weft.
Notice that for the Fourier transforms of i//(a) n and 3£i> we have " / sin(^n|,)\a/ and $(l) = (20|a| n (h-^Wtyff.
Let a £ C°°iRN). We recall that a is said to be a Fourier multiplier on L", or
where F"1 denotes the inverse Fourier transform (for related material, cf.,e.g.
[4]).
We shall use below that a(n|) £ M if a £ M, with M(a(n •)) independent of n so that \¥-xia(h{¡)d)\ N<Mia)\v\ N. Proof. Setting r = sin lAo we obtain for small t or a,
We may therefore choose
The uniqueness follows at once since if kx and k2 both satisfy (3) then k -k2 is a trigonometric polynomial of order p -1 which vanishes of order 2p at the origin and hence has to vanish identically.
For a = (a,, . . . , aN) with a. > 0 and p > 1 we now define the A-dimensional trigonometric polynomial kia'p\t) = ft K.P%) = 2Xa'p)e-'<£'7>, %, y^RN-
Using the coefficients of this polynomial and the S-splines of order a we set K^p\x) = Zk^p)^(a)ix-y). We also set Kha-P\x) = h~NK<-a'p\h-xx).
The order relation near the origin in (4) is the basis for proving the following approximation estimate for convolution by Kha'p\ Lemma 2. Let a = iax, . . . , aN) with a;-> 0 and p > 1 be given. Then for Í2j CC f22 there is a constant C such that for small h, and noticing that clearly also k ■ EM, we conclude
from which (6) follows as above by application to cou.
In addition to the function K^'p^ we shall use the associated function defined for a>0, l> \,p> 1 by Kia'l'p\x) = Lk(ya+le-pHtle),h(x -yh).
7
Recall that derivatives of splines of higher order are difference quotients of splines of lower order. In particular, more precisely, Da^(a + le),h = K4>(le),h> so that with the above notation (7) ¿^(a+Ze.p) = 9«£W,p), 4. Main results. We can now prove the first of our main results. Theorem 1. Let abe a given multi-index, let l> 1 and p > 1. Then, for £20 CC Í2j CC £22 there is a constant C such that for h small, u £ W2p+M(Slx) and un £ Z,2(Í22), <c{n2p||W||2p + |a|o + Z WK+ßi"-»h)W-i,nx\-
Proof. Notice that by (7), £(<M,p) * 3«" = z«KhaXp) * v = rjPKha+le-p) * v = 4a+/e-p) * Dav.
We have by the triangle inequality < \\Dau -Kha+le^ * Dau\\no + ll^a-''p) * 3> -«Ä)llno = 1 + 11.
By Lemma 2,
The proof is therefore completed by the following lemma. Together the estimates for I and II prove the lemma.
As an illustration, consider the case when a two-point boundary value problem for a second order ordinary differential equation (or a second order parabolic problem)
has been approximately solved using cubic splines on a mesh which is uniform in the interior, so that OQi6) interior estimates for the difference quotients of the error are available in norms of order -2. Then the above theory (with / = 2, p = 3, r = 4)
shows that Oty6) approximations of for instance u, du/dx and d2u/dx2 can be obtained using the trigonometric polynomials k23, k33 and k43. These approximations are
